
The Need
There is a need for realistic Production-like data for use 
in non-secure environments such as Outsourcing, Testing, 
Development, Training, Analytics and Support.

The Risks
Some organizations simply decide to use a raw copy of Production data for  
non-Production purposes and hope for the best. This is a bad idea and some of  
the risks are:

1   Legal liability and prosecution for failing to comply with data security  
and privacy laws

2  Severe financial penalties for failing to meet industry data security regulations
3  Negative media exposure with rapid and dramatic loss of goodwill
4  Loss of reputation, even if nothing “goes wrong”, people talk
5  Loss of confidence from business partners and customers
6  Loss of revenue and customers

Alternatively, some companies opt to create and use synthetic data. The risk of only 
using this approach is:

7   Defects and service outages due to development or testing against synthetic  
data that failed to accurately represent the scope, nuances and complexities of  
real-life Production data.

The Solution!
DataVeil is a data masking software solution. Using a copy of your Production data, 
DataVeil can search for sensitive data and replace it with realistic but fictitious data.  
For example, “John” may get replaced with “Frank”. Account numbers would get replaced 
with fictitious account numbers, and so on.

The Reward!
After DataVeil has masked your data, the data will still look real and your applications 
will behave as if it’s real. But the data is no longer real – it has been made anonymous.

You now have an anonymous copy of Production data that accurately reflects the 
scope, nuances and complexities of your actual Production data which you can safely 
use in non-secure environments without the data security or privacy risks.

Benefits
Compliance
• Data Security and Privacy Laws
• Industry regulations

Safely use anonymous  
Production data in  
non-secure environments:
• Outsourcing 
• Development
• Testing
• Training
• Analytics
• Support 

Low cost, high ROI

Databases Supported
Oracle 10g+, SQL Server 2005+, 
more coming!

System Requirements
Java JRE 1.6 or later

Features
Advanced GUI

High project visibility

Sensitive Data Discovery

Deterministic and Random 
masking modes

Dependency control
• Maintain referential integrity
• Add new dependencies
• Obfuscate relationships

Extensible through  
SQL & User Functions

Very fast parallel execution

Easy to use
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Where do we start? 
In general terms, you identify the sensitive data in your database. 
You then select masks for the sensitive data – and finally run 
a masking process that will replace the sensitive data with 
anonymous data.

How do we find our sensitive data? 
DataVeil’s Sensitive Data Discovery feature searches your data and 
metadata using queries based on standard regular expressions. 
You can add your own queries and regular expressions to the 
Discovery repository. You can also just point-and-click on those 
fields that you already know are sensitive. DataVeil will track the 
sensitive data to ensure that it is masked.

How do I select masks for the sensitive data? 
You select a suitable mask from a list of built-in DataVeil masks 
that are displayed for each sensitive field. Multiple conditional 
masks can be specified for each field.

What if we have custom masking requirements? 
You can include your own SQL code or a call to your own  
DBMS User Defined Function in a DataVeil mask.

I want to use my own replacement data 
DataVeil can replace sensitive data using the contents of CSV 
files that you supply.

I need data masked consistently 
Random and deterministic modes are available. Deterministic 
mode means that the same masked values shall be generated 
for the same input on successive masking runs. DataVeil 
maintains referential integrity automatically. Additional user-
defined dependencies can also be created. You can also mask 
values using the result of one or more other masked values.

How easy is it to Run? 
DataVeil is fully self-contained. After selecting masks, you click 
Run to execute the masking process directly from the DataVeil 
GUI. There are no complex modules or applications that need  
to talk to each other, and there are no generated scripts that  
you need to figure out how to run or ask someone else to run.

How long will it take to mask our data? 
DataVeil is among the fastest data masking software available. 
DataVeil can mask in minutes what others take hours or overnight.

What’s the learning curve? 
DataVeil is GUI-based and ease-of-use has been a design priority. 
Short video tutorials are available. A new user can be using 
DataVeil effectively within the hour. 

Realistically, what’s involved to install  
and maintain DataVeil? 
DataVeil is simply a desktop application. A masking project 
is stored as an XML file. This makes it easy to include into 
your existing Version and Control systems. There are no new 
subsystems to learn or integrate into your IT infrastructure.  
You will not need additional staff or specialist skills to operate  
or maintain DataVeil.

Get started! 
Download a free trial from our web site. A FREEWARE version 
that offers most of the commericial features is also available. 
Visit www.dataveil.com for details.

The Challenges
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Use the DISCOVERY feature to find sensitive data.
1. Identify

2. Configure
Select MASKS for the sensitive data.

Click RUN to make the sensitive data anonymous. 
3. Transform
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